Sample size and power for the weighted log-rank test and Kaplan-Meier based tests with allowance for non-proportional hazards.
Asymptotic distributions under alternative hypotheses and their corresponding sample size and power equations are derived for nonparametric test statistics commonly used to compare two survival curves. Test statistics include the weighted log-rank test and the Wald test for difference in (or ratio of) Kaplan-Meier survival probability, percentile survival, and restricted mean survival time. Accrual, survival, and loss to follow-up are allowed to follow any arbitrary continuous distribution. We show that Schoenfeld's equation (1981)-often used by practitioners to calculate the required number of events for the unweighted log-rank test-can be inaccurate even when the proportional hazards assumption holds. In fact, it can mislead one to believe that 1:1 is the optimal randomization ratio, when actually power can be gained by assigning more patients to the active arm. Meaningful improvements to Schoenfeld's equation are made. The present theory should be useful in designing clinical trials, particularly in immuno-oncology where non-proportional hazards are frequently encountered. We illustrate the application of our theory with an example exploring optimal randomization ratio under proportional hazards, and another example examining the impact of delayed treatment effect. A companion R package npsurvSS is available for download on CRAN. This article is protected by copyright. All rights reserved.